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“Metaverse” may be an unfamiliar term, but the mix of real and virtual worlds is something we can all get used to. By Nick KellyPeriscope lets you broadcast what’s in front of you in real time, and interact with the people watching. Is that just a new thing, or are you here to stay? And what are the legal consequences? By Bernadette Johnsonon
Internet sensations like LOLcat and Harlem Shake have not happened overnight. Okay, maybe. But what did these phenomena have in common? (besides insensitivity)? Is there any rule to make pictures, videos or blogs go viral? By Chris OpferKlout is an online service that tracks your digital, well, influence. Is it a useful tool to navigate the world of
social networking or a useless toy for social media performances? We will consider the pros and cons. By Kate KershnerIn early 2012, Facebook developed its new Timeline, which replaced the personal wall format users were accustomed to. Some love it, some hate it, but what’s the logic behind change? By Jacob Clifton Do you think you can keep
your kids safe on Facebook just by avoiding the topic? Good luck. Get ready to talk with your child about balancing the fun of social networking with the dangers of bullies, predators and a permanent fingerprint. Crackberry, anyone? But it’s a very real and, perhaps, very dangerous thing that shouldn’t be taken lightly. Especially when children are
involved. That’s how you can stay on top of it. From Sara Elliott SourcesFacebook. “Statistics.” Facebook Press Room. 2009! (May 27, 2009) Martha. Martha. “Add social networking apps, forget about privacy.” Associate Press. April 28, 2008. (May 27, 2009) Rachael. “Avoid Facebook False Pas.” Business sWeek.com. 2009! (May 27, 2009) Rachael.
“Too old for Facebook?” Business Week.com. Aug. 6, 2007. (May 27, 2009) Amanda. Amanda. “Adult Websites and Social Networks.” Pew Internet *American Life Project. Jan. 14, 2009. (May 27, 2009) ~/media//Files/Reports/2009/PIP_Adulti_social_networking_data_meme\\\9591;[~ “Twitter and status update.” Pew Internet &American Life Project.
Feb. 12, 2009. (May 27, 2009) ~/media/Files/Reports/2009/PIP%20Twitter%20memo%20FINAL.pdfLenhart, Amanda and Madden, Mary. “Teens, Privacy *Online Social Networks.” Pew Internet *American Life Project. April 18, 2007. (May 27, 2009) ,Privacy%20and%20Social%20Networks.pdfLevin, Avner; Foster, Mary. West, Bettina. Nicholson,
Mary Jo. Hernandez, and Cukier, Wendy. "The Next Digital Divide: Online Social Network Privacy." Ryerson RyersonMarch 2008. (May 27, 2009) Come on, Shari. Older people also need “Friends”, using Social Networking Sites for Business”.American Management Association. October 2008. (May 27, 2009) Emily. “Say Everything.” New York
Magazine. Feb. 12, 2007. (May 27, 2009) Justin. The fastest growing Demographic on Facebook: Women Over 55”.Within Facebook. Feb. 2, 2009. (May 27, 2009) Vivek. “Statistics on Google’s OpenSocial Platform End Users and Facebook.” RapLeaf. Novi. 12, 2007. (May 27, 2009) Brian and Arango, Tim. “Losing popularity race, MySpace Tries to
Makeover.” New York Times. May 3, 2009. (May 27, 2009) Camille. “Twittering from the Cradle.” New York Times. Sept. 10, 2008. (May 27, 2009) There was a comment on FB the other day that struck me so off guard.Nerdwriter asks Ã¢Ô~Âœ; would you use social media if there were no comments or the like? would you use Youtube if there were no
points of view?226;ÂÂ And then he says Ã¢ÔÂÂ2ã¤;Ô See, FB, Instagram, Twitter and Youtube and even Medium here, aren226; 128;t about He likes it. They are aren226; 128;t about followers. I write PHD in Curiosity as an email list and only know the number of people who sign up, and only then why Mailchimp insists i22 668;1283s important. It
grew, as things do, to be_;128;~~;~ in which it was reaching hundreds of thousands of people at the end. But it was successful from day one because it was a place for me to write shit that I liked.Like I write here.Some people know it, but many wonÃ¢t: my average bill is about ten times larger than you guys see. publicly. I write to them almost every
day.The thing is, writing is similar is~ I donà£Ât know. I’m clichés. Breathe. If you hold your breath too long your brain gets all scared and does its best to fix it. To fight on the surface and up until you get it. These thrashings are messy, I’m 128;Â will be the first to admit. Sometimes I’m eager in topic or presentation or coherence.My it’s a dappug.
It226;~ÔÊÂ;Â;;;{{{{{{ÂÂÂÂ] s, is a dappuggio. It226;Â;;;;;;;;;;;;; teoria.For all the derpy UX that Facebook comments response structure is, it’s really good at categorizing and subclassifying related topics. No. People respond to things, but for me, respond to things on different levels. And that’s always been the problem of medium/linear writing: it’s
a list. You have to structure the topics within a list. But this is stupid and inefficient if we have drawers and things to put together some kinds of ideas. But, I stray. The thing was, that comment hit a thought in me, which was, people actually use Facebook as a way to talk to other people. It seems obvious, doesn’t it? But I was here, I wasn’t. I
mentioned the journalistic aspects of my average drafts. The interesting thing is that there is no written difference between my writing to myself or writing to you. The singular difference is the one I hit ’public'. See, I don’t even know if those words will ever be seen by anyone right now. If you’re reading this, congratulations, I posted it. But maybe I
won’t. Nine times out of ten will come to the end, rusty, and close the card. Media saves them automatically, which is kind of nice, but is useless. Before using Medium I just used Notepad.exe and wrote until I have CTRL-F4’d. So social networks are kind of based on the context of the person, right? I’d write like I do here even if no one ever reads
them. I’d like to tweet all the same things. I would take and post the same photos from Insta (and to be honest, I wouldn’t really watch other people’s Instagrams, so I’m actually posting those in the blank already anyway) I would save the same photos from Tumblr to my HDD collection (which I recently started reposting to @Acrylodes in an effort to
share my years of inspiration from the design industry cool) Sort of gave up on Snapchat. It relies almost exclusively on you caring about the recipients and so naturally it is out of my circle. I like the time limit thing, but Instagram and Twitter move so fast that they are actually temporary. In the meta, I wonder if it is all related to the creation v.
consumption mentality of people. I’m a creator. I don’t take anything and I do something. And I do it all day. That’s what I do. Like a shark, it stinks of blood and swims towards it. It does not think, it only moves towards the target closest to it at any time. But social media, for the vast majority of people, are basically consuming verbs. You read
Facebook. Check it out on Instagram. You go through Pinterest and Tumblr. You consume the things other people are saying and doing. The trick is, they are also really good at making you feel creative. Right? It’s a nice feedback ring. If you publish something and you like it. The like are pointless internet points, of course, completely useless for
anything except your ego. But you feel a little good for them. You feel like you’ve done something. Too bad you did something. Tumblr is probably the best for this You can become a celebrity pseudo very “success” and Tumblr-famous remaking of photos of other people. That's how the network works. You can do zero zerobut build an empire of
beautiful photos. And you feel good.You are a curator, you can take credit for having good taste, I suppose?You are a filter of human content. You just hit a button and like the flow in! This is much easier than thinking about something funny, or taking a photo It668; 128? It's easy to wallow in this.I226; 128? m; m. Not m. If you feel like I226; m; m; m;
against any of these, it226; What? A product of this about writing. The fact is, at best I226; 128? Do whatever you want. If it's Facebook like it, go for them. For the most I just noticed that I will not really use social as others do and this was a way to resolve my thoughts on the issue, as I would with any journal entry. © Writing for me, basically, is a
method to get abstract things in a relatively linear place. Scripture is thinking. Social, for me, it is just thinking with a button. You can like it if you want, but this are the least of the this where I do it.
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